
It’s true what they say: You never get a second chance to make a first 
impression. And listing photos provide potential buyers with their first 
impression of your home. Good listing photos can mean the difference 
between a quick and profitable home sale and months of inactivity.  
This guide can teach you how to photograph and market your home  
like the pros!

WHAT’S INSIDE THIS GUIDE? 
Importance of listing photos | Gathering your equipment | Staging your space | Planning your shoot | Getting the light right

REAL ESTATE PHOTOGRAPHY
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GET EXPERT ADVICE 
ON BUYING A HOME

The Richmond American Companies 
have been in the homebuilding 
business for over 40 years. Now 
we’re sharing our knowledge with 
you. Explore all our FREE guides at: 
RichmondAmerican.com/AllGuides

JOIN THE DISCUSSION

Richmond American is now on these 
social media networks:

 facebook.com/RichmondAmerican

 twitter.com/RAHomes

 pinterest.com/PinsByRA

 youtube.com/RAHomes

 linkedin.com/company/ 
     richmond-american

 instagram.com/RichmondAmerican

Follow, like & subscribe today!
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Once upon a time, prospective homebuyers had to rely 
on newspaper ads, yard signs and reports from real estate 
agents to fuel their new home search. Then the internet 
came along and changed everything. 

Fast forward to today… The majority of buyers now begin 
their house hunt online—where listing photos can be 
examined, compared, contrasted and discarded in mere 
minutes (sometimes only seconds!). Such snap decisions 
mean multiple professional-quality photos can help you, 
the seller, edge out the competition. After all, the only thing 
worse than a home with no listing photos is a home with 
bad listing photos!

Because photography has the potential to make or break 
a home sale, many sellers choose to enlist the aid of an 
experienced, professional real estate photographer. This 
guide contains important information, including tips for 
staging your home and planning a photo shoot, which can 
help you prepare for your photographer’s visit. Or, if you 
have a tight budget or simply want to try your hand at real 
estate photography, this guide can help you capture and 
market your home like the pros! 

IMPORTANCE OF LISTING PHOTOS
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STAGING YOUR SPACE

Staging is an important element of photographing your home. If your house is ready for showings, you’ve got a head 
start on this step. If not, you’ll want to declutter and clean before the big shoot. 

Following are some general guidelines for staging your home:

• Thin out family photography, knickknacks and personal memorabilia so buyers have an easier time imagining 
themselves in your space.

• Put away seasonal decorations so photos won’t appear dated.

• Take stock of your room’s furnishings. Are the pieces the appropriate size for the space? Large items (or too 
many items) can make a room look small and busy. Don’t be afraid to move items out of the room you’re 
photographing. By the same token, don’t hesitate to borrow items from other rooms to help you show the 
space to its best advantage. For example, a well-placed mirror from the bedroom may help break up a 
long, blank wall in the great room. 

• Consider adding a houseplant, small floral arrangement or fruit bowl to give the room a fresh, inviting look.

• Encourage family members and pets to bow out of photos. Some buyers may not mind seeing them, but why 
risk alienating those who do?

• Pay attention to minor details. Close the toilet lid, shut cabinet doors and drawers, turn off the TV and ceiling 
fan, straighten and fluff throw pillows, etc.

• Don’t overlook the exterior. Park cars out of view, sweep the driveway and walkway, stash the trash cans in 
the garage and make sure your lawn is looking its best.

Which of these rooms appears more inviting?

It’s no secret: good listing photos sell homes faster and for more money. If you want to sell your home quickly—
and get your asking price—you’re going to need professional-quality photography that showcases everything 
your living spaces have to offer. The first step in capturing compelling photos (and prospective buyers’ attention) is 
gathering the proper equipment. 

CHOOSING YOUR CAMERA
Use the best camera option available to you. If you have multiple 
cameras and aren’t sure which will be most effective, take a test 
shot with each and compare them side by side on your computer. 
More megapixels don’t always equal a better result. However, you’ll 
want the option of using photos at a fairly large resolution (Zillow® 
recommends 2048 x 1536 pixels), so make sure your camera can 
take photos at least that size.

Take some time to familiarize yourself with the camera’s capabilities. 
Be sure you know how to turn the flash on and off, set the focus, turn 
off the date/time stamp, and zoom in and out. Some cameras have 
extra features like low-light compensation, an HDR application, or 
wide-angle or macro lens capabilities that could help you get a 
better shot. Experiment!

TRYING A TRIPOD
Your hand and arm are likely to tire after capturing even just a few 
shots of your home. Therefore, you may want to invest in a tripod, 
which can help you keep the camera level and steady. After all, 
a shaky hand can lead to blurry and unflattering images.

Like cameras, there are a wide range of tripods available. Prices 
range from approximately $10 to over $1,000. Keep in mind that 
you won’t require the most expensive tripod on the market to capture 
good listing photos.

SELECTING SOFTWARE
Once you’ve taken your photos, you may also want a graphics editing program to help you crop or resize them and 
alter their brightness and color contrast. Popular picks include Adobe® Photoshop® Elements and Google Photos™ 
(free). If you find these don’t offer what you’re looking for, a quick online search will yield suggestions and reviews of 
the best image-editing software for your particular needs.

GATHERING YOUR EQUIPMENT
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Other helpful hints:

• Time it right. Try to shoot in spring, if possible. Even if you’re planning to stay in your home until fall, don’t 
let the season pass you by without taking some good exterior photos of your property. New leaves on your 
trees and shrubs, flowers blooming in their beds and fresh, green grass offer much more curb appeal than 
snow drifts, sun-stressed turf or bare branches. 

• Overcome obstacles. Find an angle with as few obstructions as possible. Homebuyers aren’t as interested 
in your shrubbery as they are in the front porch behind it.

• Adjust your altitude. Try shooting from a ladder or from low on the ground and see if that helps your 
composition. However, avoid tilting the camera, as that may cause distortions.

• Avoid any eyesores. If there’s something unsightly on or near your property, try not to let it into your frame. 
However, be careful not to cover up a drawback that potential buyers will see when they tour in person. 
Your property will need to live up to the expectations you set.

• Go wide. Remember that you can crop your photos later using photo editing software, but you can’t widen 
a shot after it’s taken. Back up or use a wide-angle lens if you can’t capture the whole house at once.

INTERIOR TRICKS OF THE TRADE
Following are some tips for taking compelling interior shots:

• Find your angle. Look for angles that let you show as much of each room as possible (this is where a wide-
angle lens may come in handy!).

• Change your perspective. Consider taking shots from up on a chair or step ladder, or crouching low to 
the floor.

• Get ready to move. Be prepared to move furniture out of your way to achieve your desired shots.

• Don’t fall for features. Avoid centering your photos on prominent room features (e.g., the refrigerator in the 
kitchen, the TV in the living room) or on a room’s corner. 

• Beware of blank space. Try not to shoot into blank walls.

• Note potential obstacles. Keep an eye out for possible issues, like surfaces that may show your reflection, 
narrow rooms that don’t have workable angles, areas with poor lighting, etc.

Remember, you don’t have to show 
every part of your home in the listing 
photos. If there’s nothing special 
about your powder room or your 
upstairs hallway, feel free to leave 
them out and let stronger photos 
speak for your home.

A little advanced planning can go a long way toward ensuring a successful home photo shoot and—ultimately—a 
home sale.  

PICKING YOUR SHOTS
When it comes to listing photos, more is generally better—but only if those photos are good. Plan to take pictures of:

• The home’s exterior (including the backyard if it’s especially brag-worthy!) 

• Each of the main rooms 

• Marketable details, such as French doors, crown molding, an eye-catching backsplash, 
a swimming pool, etc.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

Prior to your actual photo shoot, walk through the rooms in your home and take test photos to help determine your 
shot list. As its name implies, a shot list is a list of the photos you plan to take and the order in which you plan on 
taking them. Having one can help you remember important details and stay on task during the big day! 

CAPTURING YOUR HOME’S EXTERIOR
Chances are, a head-on view of your home will not be its most flattering angle. Porches lose their depth, driveways 
appear too wide and the viewer can’t get a feeling for the size of the home. Try shooting your house from each of 
the front corners of the property, and from various points in between. You’ll probably find that an angle opposite the 
driveway gives you a better overall photo because it shows more grass, landscaping and house than garage 
and pavement.

PLANNING YOUR SHOOT
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You want to cast your home in the best possible light—literally and figuratively. That means working with Mother 
Nature and artificial lighting sources to capture high-quality photos of both the exterior and interior.

LIGHTING AND YOUR HOME’S EXTERIOR
Perhaps no photo is more important than the exterior shot that will be associated with your home’s MLS listing. 
Therefore, it’s essential to get the light right.

General tips:

• Experiment with time of day. Factors like the direction in which the home faces and even its paint color can 
make it hard to guess what time will work best for photographs. Try taking a few test shots shortly after dawn, 
then at mid-morning, mid-afternoon and at twilight to help determine which is right for your home. 

• Don’t be deterred by clouds. In fact, if you have the chance, take test shots on both cloudy and clear days. 
A slight overcast could cut down on glare, letting the details of your home pop—particularly if you have 
covered porches or lots of shade trees.

• Keep the sun at your back. If your home is backlit, everything will be lost in shadow.

• Beware of glare. If you notice glare in windows and other shiny surfaces, try adjusting the angle of 
 your shot.

• Use artificial light as needed. If you’re taking early morning or twilight photos, be sure to turn on all interior 
and exterior lighting. If you’re shooting in bright daylight, keep lights off so windows will be dark in contrast.

Example 1: This kitchen photo has been well staged and well lit, but it only shows a small portion of the room.

Example 2: Simply by stepping back and finding an angle that shows more of the room, we achieved a 
better, more useful result. A potential buyer can now see the kitchen’s spacious open layout, the convenient 
dining area and the elegant hardwood floors.

GETTING THE LIGHT RIGHT
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ILLUMINATING YOUR HOME’S INTERIOR
If you don’t have a professional photographer’s lighting equipment, you’ll need to use the lights you do have to their 
best advantage. This may require some experimentation, depending on your window placement and orientation, 
available lamps, window coverings, wall colors and other factors.

General tips:

• Time it right. Try taking indoor photography at a time when the sun won’t be streaming through your 
windows, such as midday, twilight or a cloudy day. Sunbeams may be beautiful in person, but your photos 
may suffer from the overexposure.

• Light it up. Turn on all the lamps and lights in the room and adjoining rooms, including the closet and 
hallway. The goal is to make the lighting in the room as even as possible, with no extra bright spots or deep 
shadows. Nothing should be backlit.

• Or, turn it off. If you have great natural light, turn the lamps off and use it!

• Forget the flash. Avoid using your flash, if possible. If you must, aim it at the ceiling to diffuse the light.

Even with great interior lighting, this photo looks 
washed out, thanks to the strong sunlight coming in 
through the windows.  

Waiting for a different time of day can make it easier 
to get the shot you’re looking for.
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ABOUT OUR COMPANIES

RICHMOND AMERICAN HOMES1

The Richmond American Homes companies have been building new homes for families since 1977. Our calling 
cards? Quality craftsmanship, timeless value and a personalized homebuying experience from start to finish. We 
understand your home is one of the most important purchases of your life and we want to get it right. Whether 
you’re deciding on your neighborhood, your floor plan or your bathroom tile, it’s the personal touches that make the 
difference. And that’s what Richmond American is all about. With us, it’s personal.™ 

Our New Home Specialists are standing by to help you kick off your home search. They have the information you 
need to compare communities and floor plans across your area. Want to know what your commute will really be 
like? Curious if there’s shopping nearby? Your dedicated New Home Specialist has the answers only a local would 
know. Call 888.500.7060 or visit RichmondAmerican.com to get started today.

HOMEAMERICAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION2

HomeAmerican Mortgage Corporation has been a proud affiliate of Richmond American Homes since 1983. 
We are dedicated to providing a tailored financing experience for every customer. As a full-service lender, 
HomeAmerican can help you sort through the lending lingo and uncover your personal buying power. We would be 
happy to look at your personal finances and present you with mortgage solutions designed to meet your needs.

Our experienced loan officers are available to answer any questions you may have regarding financing your new home, 
or refinancing your existing home. Call us today at 866.400.7126 or visit HomeAmericanMortgage.com.

AMERICAN HOME INSURANCE AGENCY3

American Home Insurance has been an affiliate of Richmond American Homes since 1998 with the vision of 
providing convenient service, competitive rates and comprehensive coverage to customers from coast to coast. 
Whether you need to insure your new home, your car or your snowmobile, we’ll check with multiple insurance 
carriers, get several quotes and help you find the right policy. You can rest easy knowing we’re there to help you. 
Put an American Home Insurance specialist to work for you. Call 888.325.8108 to discuss your insurance options. 
Visit us online at AmericanHomeInsurance.com.

AMERICAN HOME TITLE & ESCROW COMPANY4

At American Home Title, we understand what your home means to you and we want to help you protect it. Our staff 
of dedicated professionals will take the time to guide you through the process to protect against adverse title claims 
and risks that may not surface until long after your settlement. Call us at 855.248.4853 or visit AHTECO.com for 
more information. Services are available in Colorado, Florida, Maryland, Nevada and Virginia.

NOTES:

1.  
The Richmond American Homes companies (RAH), HomeAmerican Mortgage Corporation (HMC), American Home Insurance Agency, Inc. (also known as AHI Insurance Agency or AHI) 
and American Home Title and Escrow Company (AHT) are owned, directly or indirectly, by M.D.C. Holdings, Inc. and, therefore, are affiliated companies. Each of RAH, HMC, AHI and 
AHT offers services independently of each other, and if you obtain a product or service from one company, you are not required to utilize the services of, or obtain products from, any of 
the other companies. Your decision to use a company that is not affiliated with RAH, HMC, AHI or AHT will not affect your ability to obtain products and services from these companies.

2.  
HomeAmerican Mortgage Corporation's principal offices are located at 5775 DTC Boulevard, Suite 300S, Greenwood Village, CO 80111. HomeAmerican Mortgage Corporation 
(NMLS Unique Identifier #130676; NMLS Consumer Access website: http://www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org), 866.400.7126. Arizona Mortgage Banker license #0009265. Licensed by 
the Department of Financial Protection and Innovation under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act. In Nevada, all advertised loans are offered and funded by HomeAmerican 
Mortgage Corporation, which can be contacted at 7770 S. Dean Martin Drive, Suite 308, Las Vegas, NV 89139, 702.638.4450, License #67. Oregon License # ML-5694.

3.  
American Home Insurance Agency (also known as AHI Insurance Agency) is an affiliated company of Richmond American. Arizona License No. 71865; California License No.0c73847; 
Colorado License No. 84079; Delaware License No. 171654; Florida License No. L037567; Illinois License No. 100314321; Maryland License No. NPF119878; Nevada License No. 
8602; New Jersey License No. 1039097; Oregon License No. 3000199069; Pennsylvania License No. 68509; Texas License No. 15235; Utah License No. 102624; Virginia License 
No. 115023; Washington License No. 781765; West Virginia License No. 100110929.

4. 
American Home Title and Escrow Company is an affiliated company of Richmond American Homes. Colorado Division of Insurance License No. 62807. Florida Department of Financial 
Services License No. E100020. Nevada Division of Insurance License No. 507119. Maryland Insurance Administration License No. NPF 5183. Virginia Bureau of Insurance License No. 
115020. 
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